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Well... After some months of work, I have to say that you really improved your voice, and the result is much 

better than the first versions I heard from you. Congratulations for your hard work, and the devotion you 

put on this project. 

About tracks details, I have to say that the first half of the album is really good... but something is missing, I 

can't explain what! Maybe it's because I already heard these versions before so wasn't really "impressed", 

even if your voice is better on them. 

... but the second half really blow me up!!! One caress, Somebody, Dressed In Black, and Here is The House 

are really impressive! Your voice seems calmer on them, really beautiful and perfectly fit the piano sound. 

And what a surprise on Memphisto! Really nice work with TDS vocals. Great idea, and it's really well done! I 

like the result really much. Believe me and I think my favourite one is "Here Is The House". 

It's a real honour you sang so beautifully on my tracks, and I'm now waiting for those "unreleased" songs. 

Raph [Creator of ‘My Caress’] 

 

I just want to tell you that I love your compilation. I hear substantial progress in your kind of singing. I knew 

only your Home and Sister Of Night which you provided before. This new one is much more better! It's 

really great. I don't know how to tell you that it's simply wonderful! It's a masterpiece from you and I'm 

happy I was able to be a little part of it. It's an honour for me! 

Irc [My Affection artwork designer] 

 

Absolutely stunning work!! Almost 'wine bar' style in its approach!! I can see myself singing along to this in 

the bath before long!! 

I absolutely love the cd!! Makes me wish I'd carried on singing myself in my old band!! We used to do some 

Mode stuff too!!! Ahh, memories!! 

Jeff 

 

The new versions (I mean vocals) are FAR better than the snippets you provided us with earlier! If that's 

what the vocal training can do - that's just great! 

It almost seems that Memphisto was made for singing The Darkest Star... almost, but still your efforts are 

great, and in my humble opinion your do fit in there! I would never think about such an idea - SUPERB! 

Jazz 

 

I first listen once and my first reaction was : great quality, was it recorded in a studio? 

About your vocals: I don't like everything but in general, it's very good! and technically very well made! 

Bongmute [moderator at Strange-Love Board] 
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In general you've done a phantastic job by add your vocals to Raph's music... ...like said before there is a 

real "wine-bar" mood, or better: a five-star hotel-lounge with a great white piano and you in front of it... 

Donvits 

 

Grazie, felice e onorato di avere un amico che con passione istinto e caparbietà è riuscito in questi anni a 

fare progressi eccezionali dal punto di vista artistico e ad affinare e raffinare quelle doti che solo una 

persona di spiccata sensibilità e introspezione con lo studio può migliorare. In poche parole un vero Artista, 

complimenti. 

Alex 

 

Great songs, great piano and great vocals and good job. Thanks. I am happy... 

Anatoly 

 

I'm impressed with 'My Affection'. The effort in the accuracy of the piano work is fantastic and as a whole, 

it works very well. 

Erik 


